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Travelport+; a next-generation platform for a new era of
travel
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LANGLEY, England, April 7, 2021 /CNW/ -- Worldwide leader in

travel retail, Travelport, has today launched its next-

generation platform, Travelport+. Travelport+ is the

centerpiece of Travelport's new global strategy and is

designed to accelerate industry innovation in multi-source

content distribution, travel retailing and value generation.

Travelport+ truly changes the game in the speed of delivery of

modern travel retail

Travelport+ is an extensive, next-generation platform that

creates a simplified, capability-rich, marketplace for travel

retailing. As travel distribution has evolved, retrofitting new

types of distribution into existing platforms has led to

increased complexity across the industry, slowing progress.

Travelport+ is a true multi-source platform offering more

dynamic, differentiated, retail-ready content, delivering better

choices for retailers and consumers, in a faster, frictionless

way.

"It's a monumental moment in our history and in the

development of our industry", said Greg Webb, Chief

Executive Officer at Travelport. "Travel hasn't kept up with the

evolution of modern digital retail and today, the buying and

selling of travel is more complex than it needs to be. As

Travelport is the only dedicated, global, travel distribution

platform, we have made a multi-year investment to accelerate
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1. WRAPUP 1-Myanmar activists hold shoe
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Oil falls after U.S. gasoline inventories unexpectedly surge
Oil prices fell on Thursday after official figures showed a big increase in U.S.
gasoline stocks, causing concerns about demand for crude weakening in
the world's biggest consumer of the resource at a time when supplies…

CoinDesk

Market Wrap: Bitcoin Drops to Near $56K as Spot Trading
Volume Remains Low
The oldest cryptocurrency is looking at a price support level around
$54,000, with resistance around $60,000.

industry innovation in travel retailing. Bringing together the

best of Travelport's existing capabilities and tools and driving

innovation to deliver the unmet needs of our industry,

Travelport+ truly changes the game in the speed of delivery of

modern travel retail and offers a fundamental upgrade to

travel technology."

Built as a single, next generation environment, including: a

modern, lightweight, highly functional lightweight

microservices API, complete with NDC content; enhanced

airline ticket exchange tools; a trip container to manage all

aspects of the trip; and a sophisticated point of sale solution

to address the needs of the professional travel agent,

Travelport+ sets a new standard in the management of global

travel content.

Story continues
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